Image analysis through feature extraction by using top-hat transform-based morphological contrast operator.
Image decomposition and reconstruction is an important way for image analysis. To be effective for image decomposition and reconstruction, a method using extracted features through top-hat transform-based morphological contrast operator (MCOTH) is proposed in this paper. First, the morphological contrast operator constructed using the top-hat transforms is discussed. Then, extracting the bright and dark image features in the result of MCOTH is given. Based on the extracted bright and dark image features, the original images are decomposed into multiscale complete decompositions using multiscale structuring elements. After processing the decomposed images following different application purposes, the final result image can be reconstructed from the processed decomposition images. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed image analysis method through image decomposition and reconstruction, the application of image enhancement and fusion are discussed. The experimental results show that because the proposed image decomposition and reconstruction method reasonably decomposes the original image into complete decomposition with useful image features at different scales, the useful image features could be easily used for different applications. After the useful image features are processed, the final result image could be reconstructed. Moreover, different types of images are used in the experiments of image enhancement and fusion, and the results are effective. Therefore, the proposed image decomposition and reconstruction method in this paper are effective methods for image analysis and could be widely used in different applications.